PURPOSE
Expressions of Interest are being sought from local ACT artists
to create a commissioned creative statement on the topical theme
of “climate change”.
Ethical Property, the owner of the iconic

The vision for Endeavour House is that it

commercial building in Manuka, Endeavour

becomes a destination where conversations

House, has created an opportunity to design

that matter take place. Endeavour House seeks

a mural on one external, public facing façade

to magnify the “Voice” of Australian’s on the

wall. The artwork will be featured in a

issues that affect us all.

prominent position, above the neighbouring
petrol station, facing traffic on Canberra

Endeavour House hosts a diverse tenant

Avenue as well as within the main shopping

community made up of purpose driven think

centre of the Manuka Precinct. Emerging

tanks, political research and policy

artists, alongside First Nation’s People, and

development working alongside multiple

People of Colour, are actively encouraged to

community service organisations. Together and

apply.

alone, our tenants are dedicated to working
towards making systemic change possible.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
Ethical Property are commissioning an inspiring mural that
brings attention to the theme of ‘climate change’.
Key desired outcomes

)

A composition that inspires positive

Theme- Climate Change

action on ‘climate change’.
Why Climate Change- Our tenant community,

)

A showpiece to create a new iconic

and local traders within Manuka shopping

identity for the building.

precinct chose the theme of climate
change as the most relevant and pressing

)

For Local Community to feel inspired and

issue of our time.

proud of their mural.
Ethical Property has compiled anonymous

)

)

Consideration of the setting of final work

register of the reason behind each

within the design, sensitive to blending

vote for climate change. These answers

into the petrol station directly beneath,

can be shared upon request for further

or deliberately juxtaposed for impact.

assistance in designing your work.

The mural will be a reflection of Ethical

Style- Graffiti / Mural / Street Art.

Property and Endeavour House’s values and
should inspire conversation and feed the

Tone- Thought provoking, and inspires

fires of social change.

positive action for ‘climate change’.

It is our intention that the mural theme will

Size- 12 meters high x 32 meters wide.

change every few years to stay politically
relevant.

Artist Fee- $25,000.
CLICK TO REQUEST AN EXPRESSION OFF
INTEREST MURAL INFORMATION PACK.

WHO CAN APPLY?
Local ACT emerging or
established artists,
aged 16+ who are passionate
about climate change,
are encouraged to apply.

Griffith/Manuka, ACT The wall is viewable from
Canberra Avenue and Flinders Way looking
south. The building surface is a mix of
painted brick and painted rendered brick.
Constraints- Ethical Property will
oversee the application process through

Ethical Property will oversee the recreation

the regulatory authorities, as well as

of the artwork onto a professionally printed

installation of the final approved artwork.

banner, and its installation onto the

Please be aware the selected artwork may

building.

require amendments prior to being approved or
installed. Any redesign aspects required for

Location- The site is located on the corner

installation are expected to be completed at

of Canberra Avenue and Franklin Street,

no additional fee from the artist.

WHAT DO I SUBMIT IN MY APPLICATION?
Email Window
To: endeavourhouse@ethicalproperty.com.au
Attn: Building Manager, Endeavour House

)

Your contact details (name, email address, ABN, phone number, DOB)

)

A link to your website, social media, online portfolio that showcases your recent
work and allows the public to understand your style and technique

)

Your artist profile (250 words) along with a photo (Media Consent for 16-18 years)

)

A short description of the mural design explaining the concept and inspiration

)

Your final mural design overlaid on Endeavour House’s wall template. (Both low
resolution/high resolution Jpeg)

)

List two referees
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KEY DATES
All submissions will be available online for public voting.
Artists to prepare and submit their EOI and proposal by to 5pm
31/01/2021
Finalising
submissions

)

and website for

Open public

Close public

Winner announced

voting to 5pm

voting

voting

online

31/01/2021

12pm 03/02/2021

5pm 12/02/2021

15/02/2021

The winning design will be submitted

to advertise when the voting process is

application through the regulatory

open. *Ethical Property reserves the right

authorities to approve the final design

to disqualify any design that we believe:

Once approved Ethical Property and the

)
)

artist can finalise the artwork.

)

Ethical Property will coordinate publicity

by Ethical Property as a development

(minimum 45 working days process).

)

)

Artwork displayed from approx April 2021

Is derogatory or offensive in nature
Does not meet the intention or requirements
of the brief

)

(pending approval).

Does not communicate clear messaging of the
theme

)

Does not align with our values or morals

